Background
==========

Pipelines for biological sequence analysis
------------------------------------------

Large scale sequence analysis is a complex task that involves the integration of results from numerous computational tools. For high-throughput data analysis, these tools must be tied together in a coordinated system that can automate the execution of a set of analyses in sequence or in parallel. To this end, a diverse array of software systems for biological sequence analysis have emerged in recent years. For example, the Ensembl pipeline \[[@B1]\] automates the annotation of several eukaryotic genomes, Mungall *et al*\[[@B2]\] have created a robust pipeline for annotation and analysis of the Drosophila genome, GenDB \[[@B3]\] is used as an annotation system for several prokaryotic genomes and Yuan *et al*\[[@B4]\] have published resources for annotating the rice and other plant genomes. These pipelines are extensive in their scope, are well-designed and meet their objectives. In surveying these and other systems, we have identified three critical areas that are essential for building on the design of existing biological sequence analysis pipelines:

• There is a need for flexible architecture so that one software system can be used to analyse different data sets that may require different analysis tools.

• A system needs to allow for the inclusion of new tools in a modular fashion so the software architecture does not have to change with the addition of new tools.

• A system should provide the framework to facilitate data integration of analysis results from different tools that were computed on the same input.

### The need for flexible architecture

The systems outlined above differ substantially from each other in their design and application, but share common attributes. The diversity is naturally reflective of the varied computational tasks that biologists working on different projects need to perform in order to analyse their data. A researcher working on bacteria will need different tools for her analyses than someone working on mouse. The specificity driven by the needs of a research project makes it impossible to use a pipeline designed for a particular data set for analysis of another data set that has inherent differences such as the organism from which it was generated. As a result, numerous software pipelines have been created, many of which perform similar analyses (such as genome annotation) but on different data. For example, the concept of constructing a pipeline or \'workflows\' of data processing are common to nearly all high-throughput sequence analysis projects. This shared concept provides an opportunity to harness the commonality in software so that a new system need not be designed for every new project.

### Incorporating new tools into existing frameworks

The bioinformatics community is faced with a challenging and dynamic environment where new computational tools and data sets for sequence analysis are constantly being generated. Capitalizing on algorithmic and computational advances is critical to discovering more about the data being analysed. For a system that has a rigid pipeline that is \'hard coded\', it may require a significant programming investment to incorporate a new tool. This may discourage biologists from integrating a new tool on the basis of logistics, rather than on the basis of scientific applicability. Therefore, a system should provide a framework that is designed for flexibility and extensibility.

### Facilitating data integration

Genome annotation requires data integration. For example *ab initio*prediction of gene structures on genomic sequence can be greatly enhanced by using supporting sequence similarity searches \[[@B5]-[@B7]\]. Concordance between different methodologies lends stronger support and gives more compelling evidence to an algorithm or a person trying to infer true biological features from computationally derived features \[[@B8]\]. It follows that any analysis pipeline or system should provide a design that facilitates integration of heterogeneous sources of data.

### The Pegasys biological sequence analysis system

To meet the challenges outlined above we have designed and implemented Pegasys: a flexible, modular and customizable framework for biological sequence analysis. The software is implemented in the Java programming language and is Open Source, released under the GNU General Public License. The features of Pegasys allow it to be used on a wide variety of tasks and data. Analysis modules for pair-wise and multiple sequence alignment, *ab initio*gene prediction, masking of repetitive elements, prediction of RNA sequences and eukaryotic splice site predictors have been developed. A new set of analyses is performed by first creating a new \'workflow\'. We define a workflow as a set of analyses a biologist wishes to perform on a single sequence or set of sequences. Each workflow has the following qualities: a) the analyses can be linked together such that output from one analysis can be used as input to a subsequent analysis, b) analyses can accept outputs from more than one analysis as input, and c) analyses that are not serially dependent can be executed in parallel.

Analysis tools in the Pegasys system are wrapped in modules that can easily be plugged into the system. The backend database system provides a data model that abstracts the concept of a computational feature and captures data from all the different analysis tools in the same framework. We have implemented data adaptors that can export computational results in General Feature Format \[[@B9]\] and Genome Annotation Markup Elements (GAME) XML \[[@B10]\] for import into the Apollo genome editor \[[@B11]\]. For simple workflows where data integration is not applicable, for example one analysis on an input sequence, raw, untransformed output from the analysis can also be retrieved.

The system is fronted by a graphical user interface that allows users to create workflows at run-time and have them executed on the Pegasys server. The GUI also allows users to save their workflows for repeat execution on different input, or using different reagents.

To demonstrate the utility of Pegasys in widely different bioinformatics tasks, we present three use cases of the system: a single application workflow, a workflow designed for formatting a database for BLAST \[[@B12],[@B13]\] and searching the newly formatted database, and finally a workflow designed for genome annotation of eukaryotic genomic sequence.

We are releasing this work with the intention that a wide variety of sequence analyses in the bioinformatics research community will be enabled. Full details of the availability, support and documentation of Pegasys can be found at <http://bioinformatics.ubc.ca/pegasys/>.

Implementation
==============

The design of the Pegasys system is guided by three main principles: modularity, flexibility and data integration. With these principles in mind, we designed Pegasys with the following architecture.

Architecture and data flow
--------------------------

The architecture of the system has a layered topology that uses a client/server model. The client has a graphical user interface (see Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) for the creation of workflows. Once a workflow is created, it is sent to the server where it is executed. The server is made up of separate layers for job scheduling, execution, database interaction, and adaptors. The connectivity between layers is shown in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. The application layer converts the work flow rendered in XML into a directed acyclic graph (DAG) of analyses in memory. While traversing the DAG, the application schedules all of the analyses on a distributed compute cluster and facilitates the flow of data so that a particular node\'s program is only executed once all of its inputs are ready (i.e. all of the \'parent\' analyses are complete). As each analysis completes, the results are inserted into the backend database layer. Complete reports and computational features of a sequence are inserted into relational tables. Sophisticated queries on the data, in which results from selected programs can be integrated together over a portion or all of the input sequence, can then be run to compile data for output. The data is exported from the system via the adaptor layer in various formats (currently GFF, GAME XML and raw output from each analysis tool are supported) for human interpretation or for import into other applications such as viewing tools (DAS \[[@B14]\]), editing tools (Apollo \[[@B11]\]) or statistical analysis tools such as R \[[@B15]\].

The Pegasys data structure
--------------------------

The core data structure of the Pegasys system is a DAG *G(V, E)*, consisting of a set of nodes *V*and a set of edges connecting the nodes *E*(see Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The DAG data structure models a workflow created by a user of the Pegasys system. A node can take one of three forms: a) an input sequence or b) an individual run of a program in the system or c) an output node. An edge (*v*1, *v*2) where *v*1 and *v*2 are nodes in *V*links data flow between *v*1 and *v*2. An edge represents a serial dependency, indicating that the input of *v*2 is tied to the output of *v*1. We refer to this relationship as a parent-child relationship: node *v*2 is a child of node *v*1 and node *v*1 is the parent of node *v*2. The edge ensures that the output format from *v*1 is consistent with the input format of *v*2. A node in the DAG can have more than one parent and therefore can have heterogeneous input from multiple sources. The edges in the graph are directional and can only connect two nodes that are executed one after another. The graph therefore has a chronological axis: the child nodes are executed after their parent nodes have completed.

The DAG is created dynamically at run time as the user manipulates the GUI (see The Graphical User Interface section). The user can create workflows using any combination of the available programs in Pegasys by dragging/dropping and linking graphical icons that represent sequence analysis tools on a canvas together with edges in much the same way that one would use drawing tool software to create a flow diagram. Each program icon can be clicked to open a dialogue box that can take inputs for parameters that are supported by that particular program. Once all of the parameters for all the nodes have been filled in, the information for each node and their relationships to each other are compiled into a structured XML file. This file is then used as input to the Pegasys server that executes the analyses in parallel (described in the Architecture and Data Flow section) or can be saved for later editing or distribution. During the execution of the DAG, the data structure can adjust itself to accommodate outputs generated from the nodes. Consider the edge (*v*3, *v*5) depicted in Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} that connects an *ab initio*gene prediction program *v*3 with a sequence alignment program *v*5. In *v*5, the user wishes to search the coding regions from the output of *v*3 against a protein database. *v*5 cannot know how many genes will be predicted from *v*3 before *v*3 has terminated. Once *v*3 has terminated however, *v*5 will replicate itself for each \'output unit\' generated from *v*3 (see Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). In this case, *v*5 replicates itself for each of the coding regions and the DAG executes each \'copy\' of *v*5 in parallel. This built-in elasticity confers maximum parallel execution of analyses and therefore more efficient execution of the computations in the DAG.

The Program module
------------------

The **Program**module is the fundamental unit of the nodes of the aforementioned DAG in the application layer of the server and is a real instance of a node *v*∈ *V*. **\'Program\'**is an object oriented class that abstracts the concept of a Unix program that is natively compiled. Unix programs generally have a set of input command line parameters and output that is sent to the standard output, standard error or an output file. The **Program**class has a data structure to store a program\'s command line arguments and parameters. It contains methods for setting the path to the program\'s location on the system, executing the program and capturing its output from a file, standard error and standard output streams. To abstract a sequence analysis program, we created a **PegasysProgram**class that extends **Program**by adding an input sequence attribute and a **PegasysResultSet**to store the results of the analysis. The **ProgramResultSet**is a hierarchical, recursive data structure that allows storage of nested analysis results. For example a BLAST output has a list of similar sequences that each in turn has a list of high scoring pairs. Similarly Genscan produces output that contains a list of predicted genes, each of which could have a promoter, a list of exons and a poly-A signal. **PegasysResultSet**captures the hierarchical nature of these results.

For each sequence specific analysis tool in Pegasys, we created a class that extends **PegasysProgram**. Each of these classes implement their own methods that load the particular output of the program and parse it into their **PegasysResultSet**. For example, the locations of computational evidences such as predicted exons from a gene finding tool, or a high scoring pair from an alignment algorithm are parsed along with a statistic and/or score when available. This architecture generalises a computational feature so that programmatically, results from different analysis programs can be treated equally. As mentioned earlier, this allows the user to output results from different programs in a unified format such as GFF, or GAME XML. In addition, it facilitates querying for all computational evidence computed on a segment of sequence that may be of interest to the biologist.

Creating a new **PegasysProgram**derivative involves writing a parser for the particular application that can extract data that is amenable to being loaded into a **PegasysResultSet**. The system, at the time of this writing has **PegasysPrograms**for RepeatMasker \[[@B16]\], BLAST (blastn, blastp, blastx, tblastn, tblastx) \[[@B12],[@B13]\], WU BLAST \[[@B17]\], the EMBOSS \[[@B18]\] implementation of Smith-Waterman \[[@B19]\], Genscan \[[@B20]\], HMMgene \[[@B21]\], Mlagan \[[@B22]\], Sim4 \[[@B23]\], TrnaScan-SE \[[@B24]\] and GeneSplicer \[[@B25]\].

The database
------------

The backend database of the Pegasys system was created with the goal of maximizing information capture during execution of a workflow. The database tracks all parameters used for the invocations of analysis programs, all input sequences, and all output generated by computation.

### The Pegasys schema

The Pegasys schema has three main tables: \'sequence\' which stores the input sequences, \'program_run\' which stores the information about an individual program\'s process on the system and \'pegasys_result\' which stores the locations of computational features on the input sequence. Peripheral to the three core tables are seventeen meta tables that store information about the data in the core tables. The full schema is presented in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}.

The \'program_run\' table is designed to store all information on an invocation of an analysis tool in order to facilitate reprocessing of results without having to recompute an analysis and can also aid in diagnosing problems that are bound to occur in the system. \'program_run\' stores the class that invoked the process, the raw unprocessed output of the program, the start and end time of the process and the exit status of the process. In addition, all command line arguments used to invoke the program are stored in support tables to \'program_run\' in the structured tables \'argument\', \'parameter\', and \'flag\'. Entries into \'program_run\' can be grouped into batches for selective retrieval of analysis results.

The \'sequence\' table stores the raw sequence string itself, a unique hash code for the sequence string generated by the java.lang.String.hashCode() function, an identifier for the sequence (by default the GenBank accession.version number) and a description of the sequence (by default the NCBI definition line of the FASTA file). This table does not store meta data about the sequence, rather it is meant to store unique sequences used for computation. The system assumes additional information on the sequence is stored elsewhere. The uniqueness is enforced by ensuring all sequences have distinct hash codes, description and identifiers.Support tables for sequence have been created to enable the analysis of sub-sequences of a larger input sequence. The subsequence relationship to the sequence is stored in the \'subseq\' and \'seq_has_subseq\' relations. These tables are useful for \'sliding window\' analyses or when focusing in on small regions of interest of a larger input sequence.

The \'pegasys_result\' table stores the results of the computations. It has attributes for a computational evidence type, a database reagent (if the result is from similarity searches or uses a particular model in *ab initio*predictions), the strand, start and end positions of the computational feature, a score and a statistic for the computational feature and a free-text description of the feature. If available, the strand, start and end position on the target sequence of an alignment are also recorded. To support hierarchical computational evidences, the table has a \'parent_id\' that is a self-referential foreign key. This enables relating a particular row entry in the table to another row in the table. Theoretically, the table supports infinite nesting of hierarchical data types, although in practice results are no more than 2 levels deep.

The support tables for \'pegasys_result\' allow cross-referencing of ids. For example, the system models the concept of linking out an identifier from the result of a database search so that the full sequence and meta data of that sequence can be easily retrieved. This cross-referencing of a \'pegasys_result\' to an identifier is stored in the \'result_has_xref\' relation. The type of identifier is labeled by a controlled vocabulary so that one can query on a particular type of cross-reference (such as accession number) as well as add a new type of cross-reference to the system. Additional support tables to \'pegasys_result\' are: \'database-format\', \'database_reagent\' and \'evidence-type\'. Each of these tables stores controlled nomenclature that is referenced by \'pegasys_result\'. The \'database-format\' contains values such as blast, fasta, and genscan for BLAST formatted, FASTA formatted and Genscan training model respectively. The \'database_reagent\' table stores the names and descriptions of sequence databases and statistical models that are used in the analysis, so that a user can query the Pegasys database for results from a particular database reagent. This structure also allows adding new database reagents into the system seamlessly. The \'evidence-type\' table stores an ontology of computational evidence types, for example \'blastn_hit\' or \'genscan_exon\'. For each program that is part of the Pegasys system, the computational evidence(s) that it outputs must be recorded in the \'evidence-type\' table prior to its use.

### Database API

To communicate programmatically with the database, we have created a modular application programming interface (API). The **PegasysDB**class contains public methods for insertion and retrieval of sequences, analysis results and sets of results (from different programs) on a particular sequence. Application developers that wish to access data from a Pegasys database can use these high-level methods to rapidly store and access data in a straightforward manner without having to study the underlying schema of the database. The database API uses the PostgreSQL JDBC driver and so is backend relational database management system (RDBMS) independent.

Adaptors
--------

We have implemented several adaptors for exporting data from a **PegasysProgram**or set of **PegasysPrograms**that contain analysis results. The derived **PegasysAdaptor**classes all implement a print method to output data in a specific format. We currently have derived PegasysAdaptor classes for GAME XML for import into Apollo \[[@B11]\] and GFF \[[@B9]\] which can be imported into numerous tools and servers such as the Distributed Annotation System \[[@B14]\] (DAS) and Gbrowse \[[@B26]\]. The adaptor architecture is extensible and easily allows the development and inclusion of new adaptors for additional formats. The **PegasysAdaptor**classes serve as an important bridge from the Pegasys data structure to other well-used standards and permits interoperability between data computed using Pegasys and many other bioinformatics tools and databases.

Parallelism
-----------

Our local installation of Pegasys runs on a 28 CPU distributed memory compute cluster that runs the OpenPBS parallel batch server \[[@B27]\]. We have implemented \'serial\' parallelism into the system meaning that each application is a serial process, but many serial processes can be run in parallel. It is important to note that this is distinct from parallelism where a single application is itself implemented using a message passing library that can use many distributed processors in a compute cluster environment. To enable serial parallelism, we implemented a Runnable thread class in the Pegasys application layer that can navigate a command line argument of a **PegasysProgram**, and create a script at runtime that is used to submit a job to a PBS job queue. To monitor job progress, we implemented a Java server called **QstatServer**, that registers each job sent to the PBS job queue. The **QstatServer**maintains a hash table of jobs in the queue and informs the Pegasys application layer when a particular job has terminated. This architecture enables the Pegasys application server to execute jobs in sequence or in parallel according to the structure of the DAG that was sent by the client.

Pegasys and Java
----------------

The Pegasys system is implemented in the Java programming language. Java offers robust data typing that facilitates object-oriented programming in its truest form. The principles and advantages of object-oriented design are well documented in the software engineering literature (see \[[@B28]\]). Java is becoming widely adopted in the bioinformatics software domain. For example, the Ensembl database has a Java API to programmatically access genome annotations \[[@B29]\]. The Biojava toolkit \[[@B30]\] is an extensive set of packages written in Java for sequence manipulation, analysis and processing. The Apollo genome editor \[[@B11]\], that we use with Pegasys, allows biologists and bioinformaticians to edit and create annotations in a sophisticated GUI and is written in Java. We have integrated the Biojava toolkit into Pegasys for manipulation of sequence files as well as parsing of BLAST output. Using Java also allows us to make use of the JDBC library for database connectivity that facilitates standard database interactions independent of the RDBMS engine. To enable parallelism, we made use of the robust Thread and Runnable classes that allow development of multi-threaded programs.

We have designed Pegasys in a layered architecture that consists of independent Java packages that can easily be imported into any external Java application that wishes to make use of them. These packages are well described in the Pegasys user manual, available at: <http://bioinformatics.ubc.ca/pegasys/>. Implementing Pegasys in Java has brought the system strength and robustness that would not have been attainable with using a scripting language. Pegasys provides a Java alternative to existing Perl-based sequence analysis systems such as GenDB \[[@B3]\] and BioPipe \[[@B31]\].

The Graphical User Interface
----------------------------

The Pegasys graphical user interface (GUI) is designed for ease of use while maximizing functionality. When the client is started, the user sees a simple three pane design (see Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). On left of the screen is a list of programs (the \'Tool Box\') available to the user. The list is retrieved from the server as an XML configuration file when the client starts, ensuring all the programs that are available to the user from the client are available on the server. The canvas for drawing the workflow is on the upper right side of the screen, and on the bottom of the screen there is a console to view feedback from the client program.

The structure of the workflow the user creates on the canvas mirrors the structure of the DAG (see The Pegasys data structure section). The nodes of this DAG can either be input files, output files, or a program, while the edges that connect the nodes manage the flow of input and output information. For example, the Genscan program node can produce many types of outputs, a list of nucleotide FASTAs of predicted transcripts, or a list of amino acid FASTAs of the protein products. If a user connects a BLASTP node to this Genscan node, then the edge between these two nodes can be used to get the list of amino acid FASTAs from the Genscan node as input for the BLASTP node.

During the creation of the workflow, the user can modify the parameters of the analysis programs by double-clicking a node. This opens a Node Properties dialogue. An example for BLAST is pictured in Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}. The input/output types for each edge must be set during the creation of the workflow. This is done through the Edge Properties dialogue (see Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}).

When the user has finished creating the workflow, it can be saved as an XML file representing the DAG. This XML file stores all the parameters for the nodes and edges that have been set by the user during the creation of the DAG. This file can be kept on the local hard drive and retrieved for later modification or distribution, or sent to the server to be executed on the compute cluster. The saved DAG can also be sent to the server using the command-line Java client for high-throughput, or automated processing. When the processing is complete, the results are sent back to the GUI client to be saved as text files.

To ensure that the user\'s workflow is syntactically correct, the Pegasys client validates the workflow in real time. As the user draw nodes and edges, they are validated for correctness based on their requirements. For example, if a Program Node has a required parameter that is not filled in, the Pegasys client will display that node with a red \'X\' beside it. Once this required parameter is filled in, the red \'X\' will turn into a green tick mark, indicating the correctness of this node. Invalid edges are displayed in red, while correct ones are displayed in black. Typically, edges will be invalid if the \'output\' and \'input\' values of the edges are not set or do not match. If the workflow has a red edge or a node marked with a red \'X\', the Pegasys client will not allow the user to send the workflow to the server and will output a warning to the \'Console\' area.

The GUI component of the Pegasys system is implemented in C++, using QT graphical libraries \[[@B32]\]. The QT libraries offer a \"write once compile anywhere\" approach. Because the QT components are natively compiled for its target operating system, GUI components written in C++/QT have a more native look and feel and give fast response times to the user. In addition, C++/QT can be compiled on all the major operating systems, giving it nearly the same level of portability as Java and facilitating the distribution of the Pegasys GUI client for most platforms.

### XML configuration files

Communication between the client and server is mediated through XML files. There are three key XML files in the Pegasys client. The first XML file, the Pegasys configuration file (PegasysConfig.xml), keeps track of the system settings for default output directories on the server, queuing time for the scheduler, location of Pegasys Java jar files, and database information. This file also contains the path to the second XML file -- the program list file which list all of the programs and their associated parameters that are currently available on the Pegasys server (ProgramList.xml). This file needs to be updated whenever a new module is added to the server, or the parameters of an existing module are changed. It is kept on the server and is transmitted to the client every time it starts up to inform the users of the available programs on the server and their associated parameters.

The third XML file is the textual representation of the workflow. This file is generated by saving the workflow using the client. It can be sent to the server where it is parsed and then executed, or it can be re-opened at a later time for further modification. For each node on the canvas, its parameters, flags, and coordinates on the canvas are recorded in the DAG XML file. Edges have their start and end nodes recorded.

Communication via XML is one of the standard ways of disseminating information on the Internet. Both Java for the backend and QT for the client have ready-made parsers for XML. This allowed us to rapidly build the software components that exchange information between the client and the server.

Results and discussion
======================

To illustrate the flexibility of Pegasys for diverse analyses, we chose three workflows to demonstrate as use cases for the system. The simplest workflow takes an input sequence, runs a single analysis on this sequence and saves the unprocessed results.

Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows an example of detecting repeats in a genomic sequence using RepeatMasker. In this example, the unprocessed results are written to a text file. This example is almost as if RepeatMasker were run locally on the command line, except that all information about the parameters used, the input sequence and the results are logged to the Pegasys database.

Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"} shows a workflow that has two inputs. The first is a FASTA-formatted nucleotide sequence file. This file is used as input to \'formatdb\' -- an application that transforms FASTA-formatted databases into a format that can be used by BLAST. The second input is a query sequence that will be used to search the newly formatted database using BLAST. The results of the search are outputted in a GFF-formatted text file.

Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"} shows a workflow that would be suitable for annotation of eukaryotic genomic sequence. The output of this workflow would serve as the input for an annotation tool like Apollo. The DAG branches after the input sequence File node into a sub-DAG of analyses that work on the input as is and a sub-DAG that analyzes the input sequence that is masked for repeats with RepeatMasker. The unmasked sequence is analysed for tRNAs using tRNAscan-SE, and for protein coding genes using *ab initio*gene predictors Genscan and HmmGene. The masked sequence is searched against a database of curated proteins using BLASTX and against a database compiled from ESTs, full-length cDNAs and mRNA sequences (dbTranscript). The results from the latter search are further processed by an application (bt2fasta) that filters all hits based on taxonomy (in this case the user-inputted NCBI taxonid of the source organism of the input sequence) and retrieves their full sequences. This results in an organism-specific database of FASTA formatted sequences consisting of the BLASTN against dbTranscript hits. The unmasked input sequence is then used as input to Sim4, which in turn aligns the input sequence to the entries in the organism specific database. Results for all analyses are then integrated into a GAME XML file for further interpretation using Apollo. The Pegasys XML DAG file that includes the parameters for all programs is available for download at <http://bioinformatics.ubc.ca/pegasys/>.

These use cases provide good examples of how Pegasys can be used in sequence-based bioinformatics analyses. The system itself is by no means limited to these examples. In theory any Unix program or script can be incorporated into the system and Pegasys could be used for workflows for systems administration, or other high-level scripting.

Comparison with other systems
-----------------------------

As mentioned above, there are other systems that are similar to Pegasys in philosophy and approach. The DiscoveryNet platform \[[@B33]\] is a system that integrates bioinformatics tools based on Grid computing technologies. This system is a \'middleware\' system that can be used to create workflows of annotation tools. Pegasys differs from the DiscoveryNet approach in two major ways. First, Pegasys provides a rigorously defined data model for storing computational features that is mapped by a relational backend database. The use case for DiscoveryNet describes output in the form of text-based flat files. Storing the data in a database allows it to be mined using SQL for selective sub-sets of computational evidence and gives the user more control over what they are interpreting. Second, the Pegasys system is designed to create workflows on the fly using the GUI and XML. The DiscoveryNet genome annotation workflow was programmed and any new workflow would also require programming investment. DiscoveryNet uses the concept of web-services and distributed computing. The architecture of Pegasys is extensible to web service based analyses. We plan on adding the capability of making remote calls to application servers and being able to integrate their analysis results into the Pegasys framework. This would give Pegasys the utmost flexibility and extensibility by combining the power of locally installed applications with remote web services.

The Biopipe framework \[[@B31]\] describes a framework for protocol-based bioinformatics. The protocols are developed with the goal of creating reproducibility of results from computational analyses. This idea complements Pegasys quite well and we envisage using Pegasys to encode protocols by creating workflow standards generated from the Pegasys GUI for specific types of analyses (e.g. genome annotation or mass spectrometry peptide fragment identification) that we can distribute to the Pegasys user community. This will facilitate cross-comparison of results from similar bioinformatics experiments performed on data sources in different research labs, or by colleagues working in the same lab. In addition, Pegasys can be used to compare results of different protocols designed to address similar scientific problems.

Future directions
-----------------

The work described in this paper has led us to consider many new challenges for future work on Pegasys. While the specifications, the data model and the software are mature enough to be used in a research setting, there remain many features and enhancements to the system that we are implementing in on-going work. We are adding new modules to Pegasys for distribution to the community. We are implementing Pegasys modules for the Infernal package that is driving the Rfam repository of families of functional RNAs \[[@B34]\]. Our genome annotation work to date has focused largely on eukaryotic systems, and we have therefore devoted most of our development time to applications tuned for eukaryotic animal analysis. We are adding modules for prokaryotic analysis (e.g. Glimmer \[[@B35],[@B36]\]) and plants (Eugene \[[@B37]\]) to complement the current tools in Pegasys.

From a software perspective, we hope to make Pegasys inter-operable and compliant with additional existing Open Source bioinformatics standards and specifications, namely BioSQL and Chado to allow data computed with Pegasys to be used in other systems that employ and interact with these specifications.

Conclusions
===========

We have created a robust, modular, flexible software system for the execution and integration of heterogeneous biological sequence analyses. Pegasys can execute and integrate results from *ab initio*gene prediction, pair-wise and multiple sequence alignments, RNA gene detection and masking of repetitive sequences to greatly enhance and automate several levels of the biological sequence analysis process. The GUI allows users to create workflows of analyses by dragging and dropping icons on a canvas and joining processes together by connecting them with graphical \'edges\'. Each analysis is highly configurable and users are presented with the option to change all parameters that are supported by the underlying program. Data integration is facilitated through the creation of a data model to represent computational evidence which is in turn implemented in a robust backend relational database management system. The database API provides programmatic access to the results through high-level methods that implement SQL queries on the data. The Pegasys system is currently driving numerous diverse sequence analysis projects and can be easily configured for others.

Implemented in Java, the backend of Pegasys is inter-operable with a growing number of bioinformatics tools developed in Java. Pegasys can output text files in standard formats that can then be imported into other tools for subsequent analysis or viewing. We are continually adding to Pegasys through the development of additional modules and methods of data integration. The flexibility, customization, modularity and data integration capabilities of Pegasys make it an attractive system to use in any high throughput sequence analysis endeavour. We are releasing the source code of Pegasys under the GNU General Public License with the hope that the bioinformatics community worldwide will make use of our efforts and in turn contribute improvements in the spirit of Open Source.

Availability and requirements
=============================

Pegasys is available at <http://bioinformatics.ubc.ca/pegasys/> and is distributed under the GNU General Public License. Pegasys is designed to run on Unix based systems. Please consult the user manual (available with the distribution) for detailed installation and configuration instructions. The Pegasys server is written in Java and has the following dependencies: Java 1.3.1 or higher, PostgreSQL 7.3.\*, JDBC driver for PostgreSQL 7.3.\* and BioJava 1.2\*. We have tested Pegasys on a distributed memory cluster (recommended) running OpenPBS 2.3.16 to administer the job scheduling. In theory an SMP system running OpenPBS should work, but this has not been tested. The system\'s analysis programs include the following: NCBI BLAST 2.2.3, WU BLAST 2.0, EMBOSS 2.7.1 (for Smith-Waterman implementation only), tRNAscan-SE 1.23, the LAGAN toolkit 1.2, Sim4, Genscan 1.0, HMMgene 1.1, MaskerAid (2001-11-08) and GeneSplicer. All of the analysis tools are freely available to academics. For details please consult the Pegasys manual available with the distribution. The server has successfully been deployed and tested on a 28 CPU Linux cluster running RedHat 7.3.

The client is written in C++ and requires the QT libraries version 3.11, and gcc version 3.2.2. The client has been tested on Linux Mandrake9.x, Solaris 8, Mac OSX, Windows98/NT/ME/XP.
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![**Diagram showing the client/server model and layering of the Pegasys architecture.**Arrows between the layers indicate a transfer of data. The workflow created by manipulating the GUI in the client is sent as a Pegasys DAG XML file to the server. The application layer then processes the XML file, and sends jobs to the job scheduling layer. The analyses are then executed and the results are stored in the database. The adaptor layer takes results stored in the **PegasysResultSet**data structure in memory in the application layer and can create output in GFF or GAME XML format. This file is then returned to the GUI where it can be digested by the user or input into a visualization tool.](1471-2105-5-40-1){#F1}

![**Diagram showing an abstract representation of a Pegasys DAG.**A): Consider *v*1: this could be an input sequence that is used by two sequence analysis programs *v*2 and *v*3. *v*4 is dependent on the output of both *v*2 and *v*3 and therefore cannot execute until *v*2 and *v*3 have completed. In this diagram, *v*2 and *v*3 will be executed in parallel as will *v*4 and *v*5. B): DAG in the case where *v*3 produces two instances of the expected output to *v*5. The sub-DAG rooted at *v*5 replicates itself (*v*5*a*and *v*5*b*) for each instance of its input. All of the new sub-DAGs are executed in parallel.](1471-2105-5-40-2){#F2}

![**Diagram showing the relations of the Pegasys database model.**There are three core tables to the database: sequence (shown in blue), program_run (shown in orange) and pegasys_result (shown in yellow). The meta tables for each of the three core tables are colour coded to match the corresponding core table. Foreign keys are indicated with \'FK\' and indexed fields are marked with T.](1471-2105-5-40-3){#F3}

![**Screenshot of the Pegasys GUI showing the three pane design.**The visible pane is the canvas pane which allows the user to create a workflow by clicking and dragging icons corresponding to the programs available to the system. The icons can be connected to each other through edges. The parameters used for the execution of each program can be set by double clicking the icon and filling in the dialogue box that appears (see Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Expected inputs and outputs for the edge can be set by double clicking the edge and filling in the dialogue (see Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}). This workflow will run RepeatMasker on the sequence specified in the File node and write the results to a text file whose path is specified in the text output node. The RepeatMasker analysis itself is run on the compute server and the results are communicated back to the client.](1471-2105-5-40-4){#F4}

![**Screenshot of the Node Properties dialogue window where users can input parameters for the analysis programs.**There are three columns -- the name of the parameter, its current value and a check box to indicate if this parameter is enabled. Disabled parameters will be excluded from the DAG XML, and consequently from the actual command that is executed on the server. All default values are set in the ProgramList.xml file that the server reads on startup.](1471-2105-5-40-5){#F5}

![**Screenshot of the Edge Properties dialogue window where users set the inputs and outputs of an edge.**The input/output values are selected with drop-down select bars so users can only select input/output types that are available to the two nodes. Incompatible input/output types for an edge are not allowed by the GUI and the user is alerted to the error. The input/output lists for each node are set in the ProgramList.xml file that the server reads on startup.](1471-2105-5-40-6){#F6}

![**Workflow showing a BLAST pipeline.**A FASTA formatted database is to be formatted for BLAST using \'formatdb\'. A query sequence is then searched against this new database using BLAST. The results are written to a text file in GFF format.](1471-2105-5-40-7){#F7}

![**Workflow for genome annotation.**This workflow executes *ab initio*gene prediction, tRNA detection, repeat detection, sequence similarity searching against protein and transcript databases and alignments of transcripts to genomic sequence. Results for all of these analyses are integrated into a single GAME XML output file that can be inputted into Apollo, where a user can create annotations on the original input sequence.](1471-2105-5-40-8){#F8}
